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Roadmap for the presentation

• What does the literature study, and what else could we study?
• How do we measure technological change and its effects?
• A concrete example



Economists have studied aggregate effects of 
technological change

• Economists have worked a lot on understanding technologies’ effects 
on outcomes such as labour productivity, TFP, and wages

• In long run, technological change increased productivity and wages 
• But wages barely moved during “Engel’s Pause” (UK, first half of 19th century) 
• And in recent decades productivity (and wage) growth has slowed down



Economists have also some distributional 
implications of technological change:
• Technologies’ role in structural transformation from agriculture, 

through manufacturing, to services
• Technologies shifting work away from routine tasks
• Technology’s impact on changing demand (e.g. for schooling) and 

supply (e.g. gender gaps)
• It’s effects on wage inequality and its possible role in labour’s 

declining share of GDP 



What we’ve done less is study technologies’ 
impact on individual workers
• It is one thing to say that on average people gain from technological 

change, or that gains differ by skill category. But are there also losers?
• There is a history of asking these questions, getting clear answers is harder

• Of course we can never find out about individual effects, but we can 
look at more disaggregated data on individuals
• As I’ll discuss later this will also help improve the econometric inference

• Technological change can potentially cause some losses:
• It can reduce demand for some products, such as coal
• It can change working conditions, often but not always for the better
• It can lower trade costs and facilitate global competition with costs for some



Understanding the impact of technology on 
individuals is important

• Understanding the nature and magnitude of losses from technological 
change and their implications is important. Do they matter for 
workers’ health? Wellbeing? And what about their families?

• These days we also worry about political implications from those who 
lose, even in relative terms (Dal Bo et al. 2019)
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How do we measure technological change?

• Different approaches to measuring technological change (useful!)
• Steadily increasing relative demand for educated (Katz and Murphy 1992) 
• Routine tasks are easier to automate (Autor, Levy and Murnane 2003)
• Adoption of specific technologies, such as 

• Computers (Krueger 1993)
• Information and communication technologies (Michaels, Natraj, and Van Reenen 2014)
• Broadband (Akerman, Gaarder, and Mogstad 2015)
• Robots (Graetz and Michaels 2018)

• Technology is pervasive, and affects many aspects of the labour 
market directly and indirectly; today I’ll discuss occupational decline



How do we learn about technologies’ impact

• Whichever route you prefer for measuring technological change, it is 
important to think clearly about counterfactuals and causality

• Ideally you can make causal statements about the impact of 
technology at least relative to some clearly defined reference group

• In this area of labor economics it is difficult to get clear causal 
estimates, but it is useful to try

• I’ll get back to this with a concrete example



To study technology’s effects on individual workers 
you need panel data on individuals over time
• Suitable data are still rare, but some recent work has made progress:

• Cortes (2016) follows workers in routine vs. non-routine jobs in US
• Dauth, Findeisen, Südekum, and Woessner (2017) follow workers exposed to 

robots in Germany 
• As I’ll discuss later, it’s useful to have a comprehensive administrative 

dataset, and this makes studying Scandinavian economies attractive
• At the same time some of the more interesting/troubled labor 

markets have worse data and in some cases a lot of informality, so 
there are tradeoffs…
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What do we study?

• What happens to workers’ careers, compared to other similar 
workers, when demand for their occupation declines?

• Frey and Osborne (2017) and even Arntz et al. (2016) suggest that 
there will be some occupational disruption going forward

• I’ll talk about what we found so far and about plans going forward



Occupational change

• Over the past few decades, employment in several occupations fell 
quite sharply:
• White collar workers – typists, telephone operators, drafters, journalists, …
• Blue collar workers – assemblers, printing occupations, heating machine 

operators, …

• We compare people who worked in occupations that subsequently 
declined to other similar workers
• Mostly focus on Swedish workers (admin data on all workers) but also study 

US workers using a much smaller sample (NLSY)



Methodology

• Baseline US Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH) in 1986-87 covers 
about 400 occupations

• Match to recent (2018-19) OOH to identify declining occupations
• Vanished, or employment declined by more than 25 percent

• For declining occupations, we search for technology drivers
• Use OOH forecasts from 1986-87

• N:N match between ~1,400 Swedish and ~400 US occupations
• About 13% of 1985 Swedish employment was in (329) occupations that 

subsequently declined



Use Swedish panel data to follow people

• Full sample ~3 million individuals
• Main sample (aged 25-36 in 1985): ~880 thousand individuals:

• Rich set of demographic characteristics (more later)
• Administrative data on pre-tax labour earnings for every year 
• Employment in November of each year
• Unemployment & retraining (Public Employment Service) from 1992-2013
• Occupational classification after 1990 is coarser and defined ex-post…

• Important to note that our treatment is defined based on 1985 employment, but 
following up occupations over time is trickier



Empirical strategy

• We want to measure the consequences for career earnings and 
employment of working in an occupation that declines, relative to the 
counterfactual of working in an occupation that does not decline

• We cannot identify the aggregate effect of occupational decline on 
the economy as a whole



Empirical strategy

• We estimate regressions of the type:𝑦 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝐷 + 𝛾𝑥 + 𝜀 ,
• 𝑦 is “2nd period” outcome (e.g. cumulative earnings 1986-2013) for 

person i
• 𝑘 is i‘s occupation in “1st period” (1985) 
• A denotes declining occupations and B denotes non declining ones
• D denotes occ decline (this allows us to consider hypotheticals)
• 𝑥 is a set of controls (characteristics of individuals and occupations 

that those individuals worked in during 1st period)



Empirical strategy

𝐸[𝑦 𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝐷 = 1, 𝑥 ] − 𝐸[𝑦 𝑘 ∈ 𝐵, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑥 ] =
(Observed difference in conditional mean outcomes) 𝐸[𝑦 𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝐷 = 1, 𝑥 ] − 𝐸[𝑦 𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑥 ] +

(Effect of occupational decline) 𝐸[𝑦 |𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑥 ] − 𝐸[𝑦 |𝑘 ∈ 𝐵, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑥 ] 
(Selection bias: different occupations, different workers) 

• 𝑦 is 2nd period outcome (e.g. cumulative earnings 1986-2013) for person i
• 𝑘 is i‘s occupation in “1st period” (1985) 
• A denotes declining occupations and B denotes non declining ones
• D denotes occ decline (this allows us to consider hypotheticals)
• 𝑥 is a set of controls (characteristics of individuals and occupations)



We address different identification concerns

Concern 1: Workers in occupations that later declined may have been different 
from other workers

• We condition on gender, age, education dummies, county dummies, and starting income
• With these controls we show balancing on cognitive and non-cognitive test scores and 

on parental education and earning
Concern 2: Occupations that declined may have yielded different earnings to 
those who worked in them even in absence of the decline

• We condition on BLS predictions on occupational growth and other moments of 
occupational change (levels, past trends), to isolate surprise changes

• Control for pre-period age earnings profiles by occupation
• Can even control for dummies from broad occupation and industry dummies, but this 

attenuates signal



We address different identification concerns

• Concern 3: are the declines driven by demand?
• We focus on occupations whose employment fell by more than a quarter 

when US and Swedish employment increased
• Our results suggest that the drop in employment was accompanied by a drop 

in earnings – more consistent with a demand shock than a supply shock
• We find similar results when we restrict ourselves to declines related to 

specific technological changes (e.g. computers, modern communication 
equipment, robots)



Main results

1. Relative to similar workers, those exposed to occupational decline lose 
about 5 percent of mean cumulative earnings, about half of which is due 
to employment losses

2. Relative to similar workers in similar occupations, earnings loss around 2 
percent of mean cumulative earnings

3. Workers in bottom tercile of within-occupation earnings rank lose 8-11 
percent of mean bottom tercile earnings

4. Occupational decline induces more movement across occupations, 
unemployment & retraining, especially for workers with low rank

5. Middle-aged workers (in 1985) in declining occupations retire earlier (*)
6. Results are similar for technology-related declines and in US (NLSY) (*)



Balance on Cognitive and non-cognitive skills from 
the military enlistment (results for parents’ 
education and earnings are similar)



Occupational decline in US (OOH) predicts 
occupational decline in Sweden



Individual-level outcomes for Swedish workers: 
cumulative employment and earnings



Individual-level outcomes for Swedish workers: 
probability of remaining in the initial occupation



Cumulative earnings (residualized) and employment growth



Fraction remaining (residualized) and employment growth



Differences in earnings and cumulative earnings 
by exposure to occupational decline, over time

All controls

Individual 
controls only



Heterogeneity by occupational earnings rank



Unemployment & retraining



Model of occupational decline

• We interpret our findings using a two-period Roy model, where 
workers choose between occupation A (“typist”) and B (“cashier”)

• In the first period, both occupations are symmetric, and each worker 
initially sorts into the occupation in which they are more productive

• In the second, there is a negative demand shock to occupation A, and 
as a result workers who are close to indifferent between the two 
occupations may switch to occupation B



Scenario 1: there are no switching costs 
between occupations
• Those least productive in occupation 

A are also least productive in 
occupation B, but switch costlessly 
and lose nothing

• But the most productive in 
occupation A are not necessarily 
most productive in B, so some do not 
switch and suffer larger losses

• As a result both probability of staying 
in the initial occupation and the loss 
increase in ability



Scenario 2: switching costs decline in ability in 
destination occupation
• Those least productive in occupation 

A are also least productive in 
occupation B, so they do not switch 
(too costly)

• Some of the most productive in 
occupation A are also most 
productive in B, so do switch and 
suffer smaller losses

• As a result both probability of staying 
in the initial occupation and the loss 
decline in ability



Scenario 3: switching costs decline in ability 
and there is also displacement in occ A
• Results similar to Scenario 2, except 

now those with low ability may 
switch occupations if displaced (it’s 
costly to find reemployment in A)

• Probability of staying in A is U-shaped 
in ability in A

• Earnings loss declines in ability in A
• Switchers may lose more than stayers

• This scenario best reconciles our 
empirical findings



Conclusion: evidence on the long-run, individual 
consequences of occupational decline
• Study 28-year careers of Swedish workers who in 1985 worked in 

occupations that subsequently declined
• Modest earnings and employment losses on average
• Heterogeneity: low-ranked earners suffered higher losses
• Those in declining occupations more likely to leave
• US data (NLSY) suggest similarly small mean losses
• Roy model with heterogeneity in switching costs and displacement 

can account for empirical findings



Implications

1. Mean loss from occupational decline lower than from mass layoffs
• Occupational decline is gradual (retirements)
• Plenty of occupational switching in most occupations
• Less risk of negative local spillovers

2. Governments should nevertheless be alert because
• Losses for low earners can be high
• Machine learning may speed up replacement process
• In future, high-paid professionals may lose more



Looking ahead: occupational decline and 
workers’ wellbeing
• In future work we will study some of the social consequences of 

occupational decline:
• Losses may be lower if offset by taxation and transfers
• But may also be higher, if they entail longer commutes
• There may also be implications for health and wellbeing
• And there may even be implications for families


